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Landscaping Committee 2022 Report to the Board
There has been a significant amount of work done in the neighborhood.
Four large cacti have been transplanted to the entrances to begin sprucing up the entrances
The end of Rosmarino has been completely re-worked and replanted with appropriate cactus for the
neighborhood and the small area. 5 saguaros were harvested and planted along that strip.
The strip still needs to be over rocked but there was no budget given to do that.
The drainage wash area along Rosmarino was cleared of dead and decaying material, trees limbed up,
and walk paths opened. This was imperative since the area is a drainage swale that was over silted due
to years of neglect. With the drainage swale full of dead cactus and debris, and dirt being washed into
the area due to neglect, it was no longer moving water through and down to the drainage area.
The water was instead washing up over the road which continues to degrade the road.
The drainage area at the end of Rosmarino was cleaned up and dead material removed, trees limbed so
that water would continue to move through there as it was designed.
The corner of Rosmarino and Agrifolio was reworked. A “rumble” strip of rock was put at the edge to
hold rock off the road. The area was then rocked. The neighbors in that area have been waiting for rock
for 10 years.
We then planted 10 cacti and other material there that was more appropriate for the site, exposure, and
water needs.
The area under the large mesquites was left bordered so that it would make it easier to rake debris
when they lose their pods and leaf litter. This allows for a better use of landscaping time.
The large mesquites in that area were trimmed back and pruned to keep them healthy.
The pool area was reworked. Vines and appropriate plant material were planted inside the pool area to
make the area more conducive and safer for people/children wearing bathing suits.
The area outside the pool was reworked. Overgrown bushes that required extensive trimming were
removed and replanted with more appropriate material that does not require trimming.
The rock drainage in front of the pool area was reworked and dug down so that it would move water
where it is needed.
A very large cactus was harvested out of a neighbor’s yard and transplanted in front of the pool area.
A drip system was put in the pool area to slow drip plant material. (This is the only area that we can get
water to)
Areas between townhomes on Strada de Rubino and Via Vigna were cleaned out more than 2 times
throughout the year.

The large Palo Verde at the entrance off Strada de Rubino was trimmed and limbed up to open the area
and keep the tree healthy. This tree had been broken in storms and neglected but it has since been
revived due to appropriate care.
The hillside up from the pool was cleared of dead, downed, and decaying cacti. No healthy material was
removed from that hill. The hill looked full because the cactus there was dead but still standing or
downed on the ground. We have started reworking that hillside and have transplanted numerous barrel
cacti on to the hillside as well as planted 50 new plants/cacti appropriate for the sun exposure and lack
of water.
The dirt road area behind Via Vigna was cleared and cleaned. Special attention was paid to removing
downed trees that were decaying and creating a haven for rats There was a large mesquite that was
totally infested with mistletoe that was able to be saved by cleaning all the mistletoe out of it then
trimming it appropriately. Prickly pear that was overgrown and infested was removed from the area.
Over 70 dead or dying Texas Rangers have been removed from the property and the remaining ones
have started to be regenerated.
Due to storms, there has been numerous hours spent cleaning up downed debris and broken limbs from
trees.
5 large dead trees were removed from the property.
We have taken out over 25 dumpster loads of dead or overgrown material out of the neighborhood.
We have many more to go.

What still needs to be done?
The wash area behind Strada de Rubino needs to be cleared and reworked for critter control as well as
movement of water. The hillside at the end of Strada de Rubino needs to be cleared of dead material,
thinned of overgrown material, and appropriate material replanted in the area.
The drainage area at the end of Strada de Rubino needs to be cleaned up and scarified so that it drains
water in times of heavy rain. Currently the rain collects in the basin and stands due to years of neglect.
This creates a haven for mosquitos. This area is meant to be a drainage basin.
All the property that borders Territory still needs to be reworked and addressed. There is quite a lot of
dead and decaying material as well as material that is not conducive to a walking area.
There is also significant rip rap work that needs to be done to shore up the steep areas of the hill so that
they do not continue to erode in heavy rains.
There are many areas along territory that need to be rocked.
Entrances need to have continued work so that they create a visual welcome to the neighborhood.

There are currently 5 different types of rock in neighborhood common areas. These areas need to be
over rocked with the same rock so that there is a consistent and aesthetically pleasing look to the
neighborhood.
Waterways behind townhomes have been identified as either decorative or in use. There are many of
these waterways that need to be reworked to direct water onto plant material and not into the street.
There are also waterways that need to be reworked due to a significant amount of erosion.
We have identified over 18 saguaros that can be harvested and moved to our neighborhood as part of
the territory project.

What is needed to properly maintain and improver the property?
We currently budget 10 man hours a week to take care of the neighborhood.
This is not enough man hours to even take care of weeding and common area maintenance.
We have solicited numerous landscapers to see if they would bid for the neighborhood. All of them
responded that they would not touch the neighborhood for less than 30 hours a week. They all
expressed that there is no way to properly maintain the vast amount of area that is required to be
maintained for 10 hours per week.
Our current landscaper is asking for at least 20 hours per week to continue working on the
neighborhood.
The current board is not willing to contract for more than 10 hours.

A special thanks!!!
Thank you to the homeowner’s that have spent numerous hours helping with landscape clean up! If you
add these hours up, we have several hundred donated hours of clearing, planting and cleaning.
There were also cash donations by individuals for plant material as well as plant material that was
harvested out of neighbor’s yards.

Myths and Facts
Myth- The committee is going to take out all the Texas Rangers in the neighborhood.
Fact- We are not taking out all the Texas Rangers in the neighborhood. We are leaving Texas Rangers
where they are healthy and can be regenerated appropriately. Our landscape contractor as well as
people in the neighborhood have identified numerous Texas Rangers that are overgrown, half dead,
dead or infested. Those Texas Rangers will be taken out.
Texas Rangers will be left where they can be regenerated and grow in their natural pattern rather than
“poodle cutting” them. Trimming Texas Rangers at the top does not regenerate them, it in fact kills
them.
As many of you have seen, when left in their natural state they are quite large, but beautiful when they
bloom. Where they have space to grow in their natural state they will be left.
Myth- Cactus do not need water ever.
Fact- Cactus store water within their systems. If they are left too long in a droughted state, they will die.
You can tell when a cactus is in a droughted state by looking at its ribbing. If its ribbing is shriveled or
close together, it is not healthy and needs water.
Myth- Preemergent will keep all weeds from growing.
Fact- Preemergent helps with weed control. It is ineffective in areas where there is no rock cover to hold
it against the ground. In these areas, if there is significant rainfall or wind, the preemergent will just
blow off or wash off the area making it ineffective.
There is a type of spray on preemergent however the experts have said that it is no more effective than
granular in areas that are bare dirt.
Myth- The weeds are worse than ever
Fact- It may seem worse than ever however the fact is 2021 was a record monsoon season. We thought
we could catch up after that but 2022 broke the 2021 monsoon record and was recorded as the wettest
monsoon in 100 years.
When there is this much rain on top of years of neglect, it makes it difficult to keep the neighborhood
clear of weeds.
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Foothills Palo Verde
Native Mesquite

Parkinsonia microphylla
Prosopis velutina

Texas Ebony
Fern of the Desert
Palo Brea

Pithecellobium flexicaule
Lysiloma watsonii
Parkinsonia preacox
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NATIVE SHRUBS -- 6' TO 10'
Cresote Bush
Jojoba
Desert Spoon
Wolfberry

Larrea tridentata
Simmondsia chinensis
Dasylerion wheeleri
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MUCH OF THE EXISTING LANDSCAPE IS HIGHLY ARTIFICIAL IN APPEARANCE. AN ALTERNATIVE TO
THIS WOULD BE TO REDUCE THE CAUSES THAT MAKE THE LANDSCAPE APPEAR ARTIFICIAL AND TO
INTRODUCE ELEMENTS THAT INCREASE A NATURAL APPEARANCE.
ONE REASON FOR THE UNNATURAL APPEARANCE IS THE ABSENCE OF PLANTS--THERE ARE
SIGNIFICANT BARE AREAS THROUGHOUT. THESE AREAS CAN BE IMPROVED BY PLANTING A
RELATIVE MODEST VARIETY OF NATIVE SHRUBS AND SMALL TREES AND BY SEWING A SEED MIX OF
NATIVE SPECIES AND THEN CAREFULLY WEEDING TO REMOVE UNDESIRED PLANTS.
ANOTHER REASON FOR THE UNNATURAL APPEARANCE IS THE PLACEMENT OF SAME-SIZE COBBLES
TO CREATE LINEAR FORMS. THESE COBBLES AS WELL AS BOULDERS CAN BE COLLECTED AND
REUSED TO CREATE MORE NATURALISTIC FORMS AND TO ADDRESS SOIL EROSION.
WHERE THE NEW PATH DEPARTS FROM THE ROADWAY, IT CAN BE DEFINED BY THE ABSENCE OF
PLANTS OR OTHER NATURALISTIC FEATURES. IT DOES NOT NEED TO BE LINED WITH ROCKS FOR
USERS TO FIND THEIR WAY.
THE SUGGESTED WIDTH OF THE PATH IS 6 FEET, WHICH ALLOWS 2 PEOPLE TO WALK SIDE BY SIDE.
IN ADDITION, APPROXIMATELY 4 FEET TO EITHER SIDE WILL BE KEPT MORE OR LESS FREE OF
LOW-GROWING BRANCHES OR OTHER FEATURES WHERE WILDLIFE (SNAKES) MIGHT BE DIFFICULT
TO SEE AT DAWN OR DUSK.
ANOTHER CAUSE FOR THE UNNATURAL APPEARANCE ARE THE SHEARED SHRUBS. ALL SHRUBS
THAT WERE PREVIOUSLY SHEARED AND THAT WILL REMAIN IN PLACE CAN BE PRUNED BACK TO
MAIN BRANCHES TO ALLOW NEW GROWTH WITH A MORE NATURAL APPEARANCE.
ANOTHER CAUSE IS MESQUITE TREES WHICH HAVE BEEN HEAVILY PRUNED TO CREATE A SINGLE
TRUNK FREE OF LOWER BRANCHES. THESE TREES CAN BE CONSIDERED FOR REMOVAL IN PHASES.
THE TREES CAN BE CUT FLUSH WITH THE GRADE. THE BELOW-GROUND STUMP AND ROOTS CAN
REMAIN IN PLACE IF THE FRESHLY-CUT STUMP IS PAINTED WITH ROUND-UP OR OTHER HERBICIDE.
IF NATIVE, DROUGHT-TOLERANT SPECIES ARE USED AND ARE PLANTED IN PHASES, THEY CAN BE
WATERED BY HAND. FOR THAT REASON, HOSE BIBS CAN BE INSTALLED NEAR THE NEW PATH AT
APPROXIMATELY 75-FEET ON CENTER. THEY CAN BE INSTALLED IN SMALL VALVE BOXES IF DESIRED
TO REDUCE VISUAL CLUTTER.
RECOMMEND THAT NON-NATIVE SHRUBS AND TREES BE PLANTED CLOSER TO RESIDENCES. NATIVE
SPECIES PLANTED CLOSER TO ROADWAY. THE INTENT WOULD BE TO CREATE A TRANSITION
BETWEEN THE HUMAN-MADE LANDSCAPE AND THE NATURALISTIC LANDSCAPE.

AREA 1
AREA 4

·
·

PRUNE TREES TO ALLOW WALKING UNDER CANOPY.
PLANT SHRUBS TO INCREASE HOMEOWNER PRIVACY.

·
·
·
·

AREA 2

·
·
·

REMOVE CRUSHED ROCK IN FRONT OF ENTRY MONUMENTS AND REPLACE
WITH NEUTRAL-COLORED, SMALLER DECOMPOSED GRANITE (38" MINUS).
PLANT ADDITIONAL "SOFTER" LOW-GROWING PLANTS IN FRONT OF
MONUMENTS TO BLEND IN WITH EXISTING CACTI AND AGAVES.
PLANT A MEDIUM SIZE TREE (MAXIMUM HEIGHT 25 FEET) BEHIND ONE
MONUMENT AND 1 TO 3 LARGE SHRUBS (MAXIMUM HEIGHT 6 TO 8 FEET)
BEHIND THE OTHER.

SIGNIFICANT EXISTING SLOPES.
ADDRESS ONGOING EROSION BY TILLING ACROSS THE FACE OF THE SLOPE.
POSSIBLE REMOVAL OF EXISTING TREES WITH UNNATURAL FORMS.
PLANTING OF NEW NATIVE SPECIES, TAKING ADVANTAGE OF RUN-OFF FROM
ADJACENT BACKYARDS.

AREA 3

·

·
·

AS THIS IS THE LARGEST AVAILABLE AREA FOR PULLING THE PATH AWAY
FROM THE ROADWAY AND FOR CREATING AN INVITING LANDSCAPE, THIS
AREA WOULD BENEFIT FROM THE GREATEST ATTENTION.
RE-GRADE AROUND MOST EXISTING NATIVE VEGETATION TO CREATE WATER
HARVESTING BASINS AND SWALES.
VISUALLY SCREEN THE ROADWAY AND CREATE PRIVACY FOR ADJACENT
HOMEOWNERS.
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Thank You!!

Rain:
We are currently short on our rainfall amounts for this time of year. Now is the time to
give some supplemental water to trees and plants that need it.
I highly suggest that people look into getting rain barrels to put under their scuppers. I
have them and have collected 200 gallons of water so far. There are many decorative
rain barrels that match the style of our townhomes.
If you would like some suggestions as to where to look for rain barrels, please feel free to
reach out to the landscape committee.

Projects:
There have been many projects that have been started and are ongoing as well as
some that have been completed. The neighborhood nursery area has been created
outside the pool area. There were over 40 cactus, and 5 saguaros moved to the nursery
area as a holding area to await transplanting. Those cacti have all been planted and
we have moved more cactus to the nursery area to await planting.
If any one wishes to donate cactus or cactus starts to our nursery please contact the
landscape committee.**
The front of the pool has been cleaned up, junipers removed, dead plant material
removed, Texas rangers removed, ground reworked for water retention and rock
waterways redone. Nandinas have been planted on the north side to match the South
side to make the area more aesthetically pleasing.
Many people have asked what has been happening and where the crews are now.
The focus the first year is to remove all dead rotting material, fire hazards, rodent
infested materials, downed branches, trash, invasive grasses and Texas rangers and
other bushes that require extensive trimming that takes a large portion of our budget to
accomplish.
What has been accomplished:
The removal of 85 Texas Rangers. We have about 40 more that need to be removed.
The few Texas Rangers that will be left will be in areas that they can be regenerated
and allowed to grow to their natural size for more profusion of bloom and health.
The Rosmarino corridor has been cleaned up, Texas Rangers removed and harvested
cactus put in their place. All the cactus that were planted on Rosmarino were
harvested from natural areas. There was not a single cactus that was purchased.
Rosmarino is complete other than rock for street scaping that needs to be placed.
Common area- The common area along Rosmarino and down in the drainage area
has been cleaned of downed branches, invasive grasses, and dead material. The
waterway has been re-dug to allow the water to move through there and on down to
the larger drainage basin, rather than flowing over the road which it was doing.

Trees are being trimmed and mistletoe removed from the palo verdes and the
mesquites that were in the common area along Rosmarino and along the common
area behind Via Vigna.
The common area on the south side of the property along the dirt road will be cleaned
up, invasive grasses removed, prickly pear taken out, trees limbed up, and mistletoe
removed from them. This will be completed by the end of March.
Continuing progress: The common area (wash east of Strada de Rubino ) and the
common area on the south east end of Strada de Rubino will be cleaned up by the
end of April.
May 1 forward the crews will focus on cleaning Territory up, removing rotted and
infested material. They will remove inappropriate plant material that requires a
considerable amount of trimming and continue to ready the area for replanting.
The heat is coming, it is already getting to be the time of year where replanting areas
with appropriate material will not be possible. Replanting and harvesting of material
needs to take place during the cooler months (November-March) for it to establish
itself.
The crews have made tremendous progress. With a one-year timeline in place they will
be done with the bulk of the cleaning out by the end of summer.
The crews can then focus on rebuilding waterways that actually move water, and
getting areas prepped for replanting.
Dumpster- The dumpster in the neighborhood is for vegetative material and our
landscape crews use only. So far, over 10 dumpster loads of material have been
removed from the neighborhood. Huge progress!

Reminders:
Clippings- please do not throw your yard waste over your walls into common areas or
into wash areas. This is still happening, and the crews must take extra time to pick this up
which takes away from the time that they could use cleaning the neighborhood.
Cigarette butts and trash- There have been a fair amount of cigarette butts and trash
items cleaned up in parking areas and areas surrounding parking areas. Please keep
these areas clean. Do not throw cigarette butts out in any area in the neighborhood. If
you have visitors using these areas, please notify them as well.
Common areas- The common areas are for everyone in the neighborhood to use and
walk through. Please make sure that trees, bushes etc. on private property are trimmed
up and not encroaching on common area.
If you would like to plant in the common area you will need to submit a request to the
landscape committee for approval. The request form can be found on our
neighborhood website under landscaping.
Trees- Please keep your trees trimmed up 13” off the street, and back from the street so
that trash trucks and other vehicles can get under them.

We are aware that we have many elderly residents in the neighborhood. If you need a
hand, let the landscape committee know and we will try to get some volunteers
together to help.

And THANK YOU!!
A huge thank you to the following people:
Champa Carr for donating the beautiful cactus that is planted outside the pool area.
Mary Lou Higgins for the large dessert spoon that was donated out of her yard.
Lesley Roberts for spending countless hours helping me trim and clean up areas in
between townhomes.
Jim Olsen for helping trim bushes and for donating cactus starts to the neighborhood.
The landscape committee (Betty Brainerd, Jim Olsen, Claire Connolly) for spending
countless hours developing a master plan for the neighborhood and a list of plant
materials to be used going forward.
A final thank you to all homeowners for your patience as we work through the cleanup
of neglected areas.

Landscape Committee Goals
October 2021
The Sunrise Committee Landscape Committee has developed a long-range plan for
renovating our common areas. This plan was the result of extensive door-to-door meetings
with HOA members and from canvasing our neighboring HOAs. The goal is to move toward
a more natural desert landscape that has a diversity of plants that are drought tolerant.
Most of our Fairfield HOA neighbors are well underway with this process.
When Fairfield built in the 70s and 80s, the eleven Sunrise HOAs received free water from
Pima County during the construction and home-selling phases. This allowed them to use
inexpensive non-native plants like oleanders and junipers, which required lots of water.
Once the HOAs were incorporated, the HOAs were stuck with these high water demand
plants. Over the ensuing years, our HOA neighbors have worked to remove and replace
these plants with a diverse array of drought tolerant native plants.
Here are pictures of some of the renovated common areas in Sunrise Mountain Ridge.
Similar renovation has been done in Sunrise Mountain View Estates and Sunrise Territory
Estates (our closest neighbors).

The goal is to accomplish most of this work in the next 5 years. We are starting with high
visibility areas like the pool and the two HOA entrances. Over time, we will rebuild or move
rock waterways, add a diverse array of new native plants, and add “streetscape” landscape
rock (seen in two of the pictures above) along Territory Drive. We switched from AAA to
Infinity Earthworks because Infinity includes renovation work for the same labor cost as
AAA.
The exact timing of when different phases will be done is dependent on many factors,
including funding. However, it will take longer if we continue to have emergency
distractions for Infinity Earthworks (removing dead plants thrown into common areas).
This is why we need everyone’s support and patience. Infinity will spend 3/4 of their time
doing maintenance work on different areas of the HOA, on a rotating basis (similar to AAA).
They will spend 1/4 their time doing renovation work, which includes rockwork, planting
new native plants, trimming mesquite trees, and building and maintaining a nursery of
plants for relocation. We should start to see significant improvements within a year, but
this can be best accomplished if we can keep a focus on this effort.
Infinity Earthworks and the Landscape Committee will be posting progress reports that will
be available on the Home Appearance and Landscaping Page of the Sunrise Canyon HOA
website. Infinity will also present more details of their activities at our upcoming Annual
Meeting on November 21st. The Landscape Committee’s plans are flexible and are open to
input from HOA members. All proposals will be evaluated for how well they benefit the
HOA community as a whole. Areas of higher visibility will have higher priority. In the long
run, these renovation activities will significantly improve the aesthetics of the HOA
community, and the property values of our residences.
The Landscape Committee
October 2021
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We are on our way to a
record Monsoon season
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Continuing Projects

News from
the
neighborhood

Rain- we have record rain for the month of July
and are on our way to record rain in August. This is
a huge blessing for a droughted region.
Mosquitos- We have had many mosquitos due to the
rain. Please protect yourselves. Pima county has
recorded several cases of West Nile which is not
something to take lightly
Weeds- with the blessing of rain comes the annoyance
of massive amounts of weeds. Pre-emergents were put
down but it rained so hard that it washed the preemergents through the soil. Due to this the landscapers
are having to hand pull and spray for weeds. It has
been raining so much that they are having a hard time
keeping up with the weeds. Keep in mind they are only
here 3 hours per week. Please be patient with them.
They are trying to address areas as fast as they can.
Storm damage- A fair amount of landscape work was
put on hold in the beginning of the summer to address
storm damage to trees and to correctively pruning
them to hopefully prevent future damage. There was
also a fair amount of cleanup in other areas due to
storm damage.
Projects – There have been many projects that have
been started and are ongoing as well as some that
have been completed. The following is a list:
Neighborhood nursery area has been created outside
the pool area and there have been numerous cactus
moved to that area to await transplanting to other
landscape areas as they are ready.
The front of the pool has been cleaned up, junipers
removed,dead plant material removed, Texas rangers
removed, ground reworked for water retention and
rock waterways redone. As weather permits there will
be nandinas planted on the north side to match the
south side to make this area more aesthetically
pleasing. There has also been a beautiful blue curiosity
cactus placed in this area that was donated by a
resident.
The bulk of the landscape work so far has been
concentrated on removal and cleanup of dead
material in the neighborhood. This is a huge job due to
extensive dead material and added dead material
due to storms. We have also lost a fair amounf of
cactus due to the rains. They simply got too top heavy
with the rain and fell over. Unfortunately these big ones
cannot be transplanted.
The landscapers will continue to remove dead
material, prickly pear and agaves that are rotting and

infected with rat nests. They will also focus on
selectively removing Texas rangers that are growing
together or are just too numerous for certain areas. We
will leave some teaxas rangers in, but the goal is to cut
them back properly and allow them to regenerate
properly.
Rock waterway work will continue. These will be reworked and directed to areas that they are actually
watering future plant material rather than running off
into the street. The huge amounts of rain have given us
a really good picture as to which waterways are
actually necessary. Waterways that are not necessary
will be reworked.

Reminders;
Clippings- please do not throw these over your walls into common areas or into wash areas
Cigarette butts and trash- There have been a fair amount of cigarette butts and trash items
cleaned up in parking areas and areas surrounding parking areas. Please keep these areas
clean. Do not throw cigarette butts out in any area in the neighborhood. If you have visitors
using these areas please notify them as well.
Yard boundaries- Everything from the corner of your wall toward your garage in front is
considered your yard and your responsibility. From the corner of your wall toward your
neighbor in the front is common area. If you are an inner unit this may differ. If you are in
doubt as to where your boundaries are please let us know and we will walk it with you.
Trees- Please keep your trees trimmed up and back from the street so that trash trucks and
other vehicles can get under them.
Please be aware that we do have many elderly people in the neighborhood. If you notice
that they are having a hard time maintaining their yards either offer some help or let the
landscape committee know and we will try to get some volunteers together to help. As fall
nears we will be trying to implement some community projects and events as the weather
cools.

APRIL/MAY 2021
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New landscape contractor
We are happy to announce that
we have changed our landscape
contractor to Infinity Earthworks.
They will be starting May 7. Please
welcome them as you see them
in the neighborhood
Why Infinity?
They specialize in xeriscaping and
water capture. Both of these are
necessary going forward due to
longer periods of drought and
lack of irrigation.

What’s the Plan?

We will be developing an overall neighborhood landscape
design that will focus on xeriscaping -- landscaping in a style
that requires little or no irrigation. We will be changing to
indigenous plant material that is drought resistant. This is
necessary due to more extended periods of drought and
irrigation restrictions. We will focus on a mixture of
streetscaping and hardscaping that will be in keeping with
the challenges of the Tucson environment. This will be a
multiphase plan that will need several years to accomplish.
Please be patient with us, and Infinity, as we work to achieve
a revamped and beautiful landscape for the neighborhood.

Procedures

New Procedures for
Landscaping Requests

The new procedures for neighborhood landscaping
requests will be as follows:
If you have a request for a landscape maintenance
issue in the common area outside your property walls
please do the following:
Fill out a landscape maintenance request form and
submit by mail or e-mail to the landscape committee.
(A copy of the request form will be available, for
downloading and printing, on the Sunrise Canyon
HOA Matters page of our website.)

The committee will then review and either approve or
disapprove your request.
If your request is approved, the work will be
completed when the landscaping crew is working in
your zone. This allows for more efficiency of time and
manpower for our crews. Exceptions to this
scheduling approach would be made if the issue
could cause potential damage to your property.
If you are unable to print out the form, you will be
able to send an email, containing all the information
specified on the form, to the Landscape Committee.
The email address for the Landscape Committee is:
sunrisecanyonlandscape@gmail.com

